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Weslnghouse Water Reactor 
Electric Corporatio" 61IvSIORS, Pftmul P" 15 

December 7. 1979 

!I-THA-2174 

Mr. Darrell 6. Eisenht 
Director, Division of 
Operating Reactor 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
7920 Norfolk Avenue 
Bethesda, Haryland 20014 

cc: R. Dinese 

Dear Mr. Elsenhut: 

Letter NS-1 ?4,A-2174. dated Novoer 2, 1979 provided Westinghouses' res
ponse to three questions related to the fuel rod delsused in Appendix 
K analyses.  

On December 6, 1979. members of the NRC staff and Westinghouse personnel 
discussed the contents of that letter. The NRC staff advised Westing
house that the response presentedin that let'ter was not sufficient and 
additional information wa required. This letter provides that a4di
tional information.  

The three questions are rewritten below and addressed.  

Question 1 

In light of the data presented in the t.C draft report (MJREG-0630) do 
the Westinghouse fuel rod models meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix K? 

Response 1 

Yes.  

The data (not the models) presented in (draft) NUREG-0630 were consis
tentwth-the data base Used to develop the" estinghouse fuel rod.  
Models. A Westinghouse le tier containing detailed cnwents on' draft 
MUEG-0630 will be issued"December 10, 1979.  

Qestion 2 

If the NRC fuel rod models were used ir the Westinghouse ECCS evaluation 
omodel, wuld the affected plants meet 10 CFR95O46 liq!s? 
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Response 2 

If the most recent loss of coolant accident (LOCA) analysis for each 
plant was modified torfactor in the NMC fuel rod models, the peak'clad 
temperature calculated in that modified analysis, in-several cases, 
would be greater than the currently reported value. If the peak clad 
temperature (PCT) from the curent analysis is sufficiently close to or 
at the 10 CFR 50.46 limit of 220 0F, 'and the behavior of the partlcular limiting break LOCA transient was such that the modifIed fel rod 
models would Impact the transient, then 10 CFR 50.46 limits would not be 
met at the current technical specification peaking factor imit.  

Modifications to the fuel rod models could impact the LOCA analysis 
results for several reasons. Those reasons and the estimated effect 
(on PCT) of Changes to the fuel rod models follow

Fuel rod burst: 

Figure 47 of draft NUREG-0630 compares the Westinghouse burst curve from 
the February, 1978 version of the'Westinghouse evaluation mOdel to the 
NRC proposed burst model Subseque nt to preparation and"submittal of 
NS-TMA-147. Westinghose recognized an apparent deficiency nthe 
February, 1978 model in that the heatup rate dependence on burst was not 
properly considered. Westinghouse then erfrmed a detailed study.  
including plant specific reanalyses in sbm cases, to evaluate the 
impact of the heatup rate dependence of fuel rod burst. Results of that 
evaluation were presented in letter NS-TIA-2163, dated November 16, 
1979. s it therefore appropriate to consider the impact of usingthe 
tIC burst model in place of the revised Westinghouse heatup rate 
dependent burst model discussed In NS'-163. A rough comparison of 
these models was made by superimposing Westinghouse burst curves for 
lO°F/sec and.25 0 F/sec heatup rates with the NC curves at those 
heatup rates. The 10OF/sec heatup rate NRC curve was estimated by 
li|nearly ntepolating between the NRC 0OCisec and 25OF/sec.curves.  
(The 10°F/sec heatup rate was selected as a lower bound for compari
son. Letter NS-TM 2163Justifies that the 10 0 F/sec lower bound is 
reasonable for this purpose). Restricting 'the comparison to the appli
cable 5 to 8KCPST range, the maximum difference between comparable' heat
up rate curves occurs for the 10OF/sec cases at 8 KPe. That differ
ence is approximately 370c (67 0 F), i.e., the tC curve shows a lower 
burst temperature than does the Westinghouse curve by about 670 P.  
Two areas of the LOCA analysis could be impacted by calculating burst at 

a lower clad temperature. They are: 
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1. The highest power rod (hot rod) is the rod that will experience the 
maximum clad temperature. The calculations of burst on the hot rod 
has a very localized effect In that It only changes the trans0ent 
tnperature calculation of that burst node. In Soe cases, the PCT occurs at that hot rod burst node. A set of three LOCTAcode crn puter calculations recently perfoe d, can be used to establish the 
impact on the burst "ode maximum temperature and is described as 
fo 1 l ows: 

Run #1 - Used the Westinghouse 25F/sec heatup rate burst curve 
Run #2 - Used the Westinghouse l0 F/sec. heatup rate burscuv 

The only difference between runs #1 and #2 is the burst mdel. This 
is a burst node limited case and PCT for run #2 was '1860F greater than the PCT in run I. (This extremesensitivityonithe burst 'node 
iS not uncommo and Is explainable). The shift in burst temperature 
in going from the 250F/sec to the10OF/sec heatup rate"burst 
curve is aPPrOximately 54g, it is therefore estimated that the maximum impact on the burst node of Westinghouse plants from using 
the NRC burst model is 

67 (189) -?350F 

On the burst node itself. Run #3 of the set of LOCTA calculations shows that a peaking factor reductn of 0.01 reduces the PC by 
1490F. Therefore. for a plant which is burst node limited and for which the current technical specification peaking factor results in a PCT of 22000F. the maxmo ing factorreductlon requred to.  
stay within 1OCFPSO limits is, 

2359F 0.015 
149°F/.0! AFQ 

Note that the PCT changes between runs 1, 2 and between runs 21 3 cover the s range whch is in the neighborhood of 220010F.'" Therefore, the sensitivity can beexpressed in term of AFQLIMIT 
as a linear function of'burst curve shift....  

2. The second area of the LOCA calculations that could be Impacted by burst occuring at a lower clad temperature Is the burst of the hot assembly. ' urst in the hot ssseb "y s' calculated for a representative average hot fuel assembly rod (AVG rod) and is"used to' deter-' mine flow redistribution from the hot assembly for the fluid---' 
enthalpy calculation during the ref 1od phase of the accident 
resuItinfig from b'' age of the Ot assembly.  
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The potential impact of changing burst characteristics of the AVG 
rod cannot be fully quantified unless the magnitude of hot assembly 
blockage is considered. This impact will be estimated below in the 
discussion of Blockage.  

Strain; 

Figure 50 of draft *JEG-0630 compares the NRC composite burst strain 
model and the Westinghouse strain modl.  

Inspection of several LOCA analysis results show that burst occurs below 
16OO°F (8710C). This is fro m calculations uslig the'Westinghouse 
burst teperaturemodel. Using the NRC burst modelcould result in yet 

lower burst temperatures. It is ther ore sufficient to evaluate the 
differences between the two strain m sbeow0C.  

As with the hot rod burst calculation, the strain model has the poten
tialto effect only the hot rod burst node tqpperature. The impact of a 
modification to the amountp ofburst strain is difficult to assess 
because of'competing effects. Oneeffect isthat the larger Strain 
results in a larger clad surface area being available for reaction with 
steam which results in a larger rateof heat generated by reaction which increases the clad temperature. The largerstrain also resuts In a 

higher resistance toheat flow from the fuel pellet to the clad which 
reduces the clad temperature. Since the magnitudes of these competing 
effects are not known at this time, the net impact on PCT cannotrbe 
quantified. Furthermre, since the curves of the Westinghouse and NRC 
strain models cross in the range of Interest, the net imPactestimate is 

further complicated. tn attempt to address this issue, we estimate that 
the impact on the peaking factor limit ranges from a slight benefit to a 
possible peaking factor reduction of 0.03.  

Blockage: 

The impact of a change in the magnitude of blockage has been established 
from the results of several LOCTA code alculatioAs: 

a. Increase of blockage from 44% to 55% increased PCT 179F.  

b. Increase of blockage from 36% to 55% Increased PCT 180F.  

c. Increasing blockage from 47% to 75% increased PCT by 660F.  

It appears, froM these results, that at "lower" (up to 55%) blockage 
levels, PCT Increases 1.0 to 1.56F per percent increase in blockage.  
elockage increases at the "higher end of the blockage spectru(50to 
75%) result in a PCT lncrease of 2.36,F per percentblockage. In 
attempting to bound the impact of using the MC fuel rod models, let 
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A PCT from the current blockage value to 50% blockage equal 

1.25°F per percent 

A PCT fraa " blockage to 75% blockage equal 2.360 F per percent.  

The maximum expected impact of using the NRC fuel rod models can be 
conservatively determined by using the abloye sensitivities and increas
ing the current value of blockage to the maximum value shown in the NRC 
model, or to 7m. The Westinghouse plants impacted by this change show 
current levels of blockage a mume values a bloc ranging from a minimum value of 32% to maximum values near 47%.  

The PCT increase in the worst case is estimated to be 

(1.25) (50-32) * .36) (75-50) -81. OF 

Based on the above estl!ates, the WC burst (as applied to the .HOT rod) 
mdels would have the greatest iict on plants that ire currently burst 

node limited. For plants in ths cate.gory, the maximum impact is'esti
mated to be a required reduction in peaking factor of approximately 
0.015. In order to experience that impact the following Cond~tions must 
be met: 

The clad heatup rate must be approximately !oF/sec at burst 
time.  

The clad temperature must be in the approximate range of 750 to 
69Og a0 t burlst time.  

The current analysis must indicate a PCT of 22000F at the 
technical specflcation peaking factor limit.  

The maximum estimated impact of using the NRC strain model is a peaking 
factor reduction of 0.03 for burst node limited plants only.  

If a plant is currently not burst node limited, there is a possibility 
that changes to the fuel rod mdels would cause the burst node to become 
limiting. Hoever, theimpact would be less than that of a plant cur-
rently burst node limited.  

Use of the "C burst (as applied to the AVG rod) and blockage models has 
the greatest potential impact on plants that are currently !ste cool
ing' limited. The maximum impact is estimated to be an increase in PCT 
of'1 F ....  

In suary. use of the NRC fuel rod models in place of the fuel rod 
models inthe February, 1978 versIon of the Westinghouse ECCS evaluation 
model is estimated to have the following maximum impact; 

The change in the calculation of the burst node temperature 
transient could require a 0.015 FQ reduction to account for 
using the NtC burst model and a 0.03 FQ reduction to account for using the 0 strain mdel for' a total maximum of 0.045 reduc.  
tion.



- The change in the calculation of the limiting non-burst node 
could result In a PCT increase of 819F.  

Note that these effects are NOT ADDITIVE. Only one of the penalties can 

effect a given plant.  

Question 3 

If any plants do not meet !OR50.46 limits, what is Westinghouse's 
interim and long term recoauendation for resolution? 

Response 3 

Interim Recommendation: 

The maximuM impact on the burst node was estimated to cause a peaking 
factor reduction of 0.045. An analysis-for a Westinghouse plant has' 
previously been performed. and is currently being revieed by the "'C, 
wich accounts for a reduction in the uncertainty of the average fuel 
teperature used in the LOCA anlalyses. The change was made to a burst 
node limited case and indicated that the reduction in fuel temperature 
uncertainty increases the limting peaking factor by approximately 0.05.  
The o FQ increase for a non-burst node limited plant WOUld b at least 0.02.  

Another analysis, for a Westinghouse plant, which uses modifications to 
the drift flux calculations in'the SATAN computes code has also been ....  
submitted to the RC for"review. 'That analysis showed an aijowabie 
p.akng factor increase of0.27 and a-decrease in PCT of'127 4ue to 
the modification.' 

Another analysis was performed by a Westinghouse plant using the BART 
computer code to calculate heat transfer from the'fuel rods during the 
core reflood phase of the accident. This analysis showed a PCT reduc
tion for the limiting bre -of '940 F. Th analysis was recently cm
pleted and will be sumbiitted to the INC. It should be noted that this 
model change specfically effects theref ood phase of the'nalysis." 

The three LOCA analysis model improveMe"nts mentioned above apply to all 
Westinghouse plants. Al.though the benefits associated with each change 
will vary for different planttypes, we are confident thatapplication 
of thesemodel changes ou1d affect the maximu impact of t *he NC fuelI 

rod models if applied, and would'certainly compensate for any plant 
specific impact of the NRC fuel rod models.  

Therefore, Westinghouse interim recommendations is to not Impact current 
plant operational limits as justified by the analytical model improve
ments outlined above.  

Long Term Recommendat ions: 

Westinghouse recommends that the Westinghouse comments on draft NUREG 
0630 (to be submuitted Decmber 10. 1979 be given due consideration so 
that fuel rod behavior isAppropriately modeled in LOCA anaysis codes 
Such that Appendix K requiremets are met and also such that"the con
servatism associated with those models is justified.  
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One portion of the results of the Westinghouse review of the NC mqdel 
Is indicated in the attached Figure 11. (Figure 11 Is taken frm the draft letter of Westinghouse coiments on draft M$REG 0630 which wili be submitted December 10,1979). Figure 11 sho the Westinghouse ntrepre 
tation of the combination of the QRNL blockage data a ndt tnghouse 

Sigl Rd urt est data in terMs q. blocki~ f or 51F/e and 850F/sec heatup rates as a function of clad hoop Stress atrupture 
time.  

If a linear interpolation between the 5OF/sec and 25OF/sec curves is performed to estimate the position of a 10F/sec curve, it can be 
observed that, up to approximately 8 KPSI hoop stress which' s roughly 
the upper bound hoop stress for Westinghouse plants. the current West' 1nghouse blockage curve is ;lose to that 10F/sec curve. Since' 1F/sec approximately the lower bound of heatup rate In current LOCA 
analyses, f the Westlnghouse interpretation of the blockage data Is correct, there is no sinficant -enalty associated w thuse of the ORNL blockage data as Westinghouse .oncluded previously inhe letter 0-0 A 
2147. we believe that thi is in fact the case.  

Ve ru ly Yours, 

TI M. Anderson, Manager 

Nuclear Safety Department
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